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QUALYSGUARD ADDENDUM TO OPTIV TERMS 

 

When an Optiv Client orders Managed Security Services (“MSS”) that include QualysGuard in the Order, the Client agrees to be 

bound by the terms of this QualysGuard Addendum to Optiv Terms. 

 

1. Purpose.  This Addendum governs Client’s use of and access to the Qualys Cloud Services, hardware and software 

(collectively the “Cloud Services”), when such subscription is purchased from Optiv through it MSS offerings.  

 

2. Cloud Services.  Qualys or Optiv, as applicable to the Service Description and Order, will provide the Cloud Services 

to Client as indicated in each Order, with regard to the IP addresses domain names, web applications, or other assets designated 

by Client (the “Assets”).  The Cloud Services will automatically provide Client with “raw” or “templatized” data summarizing 

Qualys' and / or Optiv’s findings regarding the Assets (the “Reports”). 

 

3.   Grant of Rights.   

(a) Subject to Client’s compliance with the terms and conditions of this Addendum, Qualys, through Optiv, grants 

Client a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable right during the Term in the Order to:  (i) access the user interface of the Cloud 

Services and to use the Cloud Services, solely for Client’s own internal business purposes; (ii) access, use, and internally 

distribute the Qualys-provided instructions, user guides, manuals and other descriptive product information applicable to the 

Cloud Services, whether in electronic, paper, or equivalent form, as updated from time to time at Qualys’ discretion (the 

“Documentation”).  

(b) Restrictions.   Client shall use the Cloud Services for its own internal business purpose.  Except to the extent 

permitted by applicable law, Client shall not (i) modify, adapt, alter, translate or create derivative works of the Cloud Services or 

Documentation; (ii) reverse engineer, reverse assemble, disassemble, decompile or otherwise attempt to decipher any code used 

in connection with the Cloud Services and/or any aspect of Qualys’ technology; (iii) knowingly or negligently access and/or 

engage in any use of the Cloud Services in a manner that abuses or materially disrupts the networks, security systems, of any 

third party; (iv) rent, lease, loan, or use the Cloud Services via timesharing or as a service bureau;  (v) market, offer to sell, sell, 

and/or otherwise resell the Cloud Services to any third party; (vi) use the Cloud Services other than in accordance with the 

Documentation; or (vii) remove, alter or obscure any proprietary notices on the Cloud Services or the Documentation.   

 

4.   Ownership.  Qualys or Optiv and their suppliers, as applicable to the software and services, own and reserve all rights, 

title and interest in and to the Services and all components thereof, other than the rights explicitly granted to Client herein.  No 

title to or ownership of any proprietary rights related to the Cloud Services or its databases is transferred to Client pursuant to 

this Addendum or any transaction contemplated by this Addendum.  Similarly, none of Client’s proprietary rights shall transfer 

to Qualys under this Addendum. Without limitation to the foregoing, Client owns all data regarding Client’s Assets that Qualys 

obtains as a result of its provision of the Cloud Services, whether or not incorporated into Reports (“Client Data”).  

 

5.   Hardware.    
(a) General.  Qualys hardware products, if any, are provided to Client on a subscription basis and only for the 

limited use as permitted herein and in accordance with the Documentation and the applicable Order.  Client acknowledges that 

not all Qualys-related subscriptions include hardware.  Qualys will select the carrier and bear the cost of shipment, insurance and 

duties for delivery of such hardware to the location Client designates.  Qualys will use commercially reasonable efforts to ship 

hardware within forty-eight (48) hours of Qualys’ acceptance of the applicable Order.  Subject to the warranty provided in 

Section 10(c) below, Client assumes all risk of loss and shall pay for all cost of repair, replacement, or refurbishment caused by 

accident, misuse, abuse, neglect, or Client’s failure to install, use and maintain any such hardware in accordance with the 

Documentation, ordinary wear and tear excepted.  

 (b) Retention of Rights and Possession. If and to the extent Qualys ships hardware or makes software available 

to Client, Qualys retains title, ownership and all rights and interests to such items, which Qualys may exercise and maintain 

through remote or on-premise measures. Client has no right to access, use, relocate or otherwise handle hardware and software 

items, except as directed or authorized by Qualys. At the end of the term, and at any time during the term of this Agreement,  

Qualys may access, use, remove or otherwise handle hardware and software items, For the avoidance of doubt, Qualys does not 

distribute any hardware or software items by way of sale, lease or otherwise, and Qualys keeps full rights, control and possession 

at all times. Qualys provides only services to Client. 

 

6.    Software.   
(a) General.  Any software provided hereunder is licensed, not sold, to Client on a subscription basis and only for 

the limited use as permitted herein and in accordance with the Documentation and the relevant Order.  Client acknowledges that 

not all Qualys-related subscriptions include software.  

(b) Open Source.  Qualys provides some of its services with the help of open source software code.  Qualys 

makes source code versions, unmodified and modified, of certain components as set forth in the Documentation.  
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7.   Confidentiality.  

(a) Confidential Information.  Each party agrees to keep in confidence any confidential or proprietary 

information it receives from the other party (“Confidential Information”).  No party shall disclose Confidential Information of 

the other party to third parties nor use such Confidential Information for any purpose other than as expressly permitted in this 

Agreement.  To be accorded treatment as Confidential Information, the disclosing party must identify any such information as 

confidential at the time of disclosure. Notwithstanding the marking requirement, Client Data will be deemed Client’s 

Confidential Information, and all data and information in and the Service’s databases (excluding Client’s Confidential 

Information) will be deemed Confidential Information of Qualys and/or its suppliers, whether or not incorporated into the 

Reports.  Qualys software, hardware, processes and know-how is Confidential Information owned by Qualys, and Client shall 

not use, access or disclose information contained in or on or pertaining to Qualys software or hardware beyond what is necessary 

to use Qualys’ Cloud Services as permitted under this Agreement. 

(b) Exclusions.  Information that is already in the public domain through no fault of the receiving party, or was 

already known by the receiving party without breaching a confidentiality obligation, shall not be treated as Confidential 

Information hereunder.  Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit Qualys or Optiv from using any aggregated data in any format 

for any purpose, provided that such data cannot be identified to or associated with Client. 

 (c) Injunctive Relief.  The parties agree that any breach related to Confidential Information may cause irreparable 

harm to the owning party.  As a result of any such breach, the owning party shall be permitted to seek injunctive relief to prevent 

and limit any such harm. 

  

8.   Warranty & Disclaimer.  

(a) Warranty By Client.  Client represents and warrants that (i) Client has the corporate power and authority to 

enter into and perform Client’s obligations under this Addendum; (ii) Client has full right, power and authority with regard to 

each Asset to consent to Optiv’s and/or Qualys’ performance of the Cloud Services; and (iii) Client will not make any 

unauthorized representation or warranty to any third party relating to Optiv, Qualys or the Cloud Services. 

 (b) Hardware and Software Warranty.  To the extent Optiv obtains warranties from Qualys regarding the 

Qualys hardware and software provided hereunder, it will pass those warranties to Client, including, as an example, that when 

Client uses the hardware and software accordance with this Agreement and any instructions by Qualys and Optiv, it will operate 

in substantial conformity with the applicable Documentation.  Client’s sole and exclusive remedy for Optiv’s or Qualys’ breach 

of this warranty is to notify Optiv and Qualys of the non-conformity in writing, whereupon Qualys may, as its sole obligation 

and liability, will at its election, either: (i) correct the affected hardware or software to render it conforming to the applicable 

Documentation within a reasonable period of time, or in the event that (i) is not commercially reasonable, (ii) accept the return of 

the item and refund to Client a pro-rata portion of the subscription paid for such item. This Section sets forth Client’s sole and 

exclusive remedy and Qualys’ and Optiv’s entire liability to Client for any software or hardware non-conformity or other 

malfunction of the Cloud Service not covered by Section 8(c) below.   

 (c)  Cloud Services Warranty. In the event of any Qualys-related service availability failure as defined in the 

Service Level Agreement (“SLA”) available at: qualys.com/sla incorporated by reference herein, Qualys (or Optiv as applicable) 

will provide such remedies as are required by the SLA.  

(d)  Disclaimer.  EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION, AND TO THE MAXIMUM 

EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE CLOUD SERVICES IS PROVIDED "AS IS”.  QUALYS AND OPTIV 

EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT 

NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE, 

QUALITY, ACCURACY AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  Without limiting the foregoing, Qualys 

and Optiv make no warranty that the Cloud Services will be error-free, complete, free from interruption or failure, or absolutely 

secure from unauthorized access.  Additionally, Qualys and Optiv do not guarantee that the Cloud Services will detect every 

vulnerability in or to Client’s network.  Client should not rely on the results achieved from the Cloud Services as indication that 

Client’s network is secure.  

 

9.  Indemnification.   
(a)  By Qualys.  To the extent that Optiv receives indemnity and defense from Qualys for third party claims related 

to intellectual property rights, then Optiv shall pass them through to Client, when allowed by law, subject to any conditions 

related thereto between Qualys and Optiv (“Claim”); provided that (i) Client promptly notifies Optiv and Qualys in writing of its 

notification of a Claim such that Qualys and Optiv are not prejudiced by any delay of such notification; (ii) Qualys will have sole 

control over the defense and any settlement of such Claim; and (iii) Client will provide reasonable assistance in the defense of 

same.  Client may participate in the defense or settlement of a Claim with counsel of its own choosing and at its own expense, 

however, Client shall not enter into any settlement agreement or other settle any such Claim without Qualys’ and Optiv’s prior 

written consent.    

(b) Infringement Remedies.  Following notice of an infringement claim covered by Section 9(a), and in the event 

an injunction is sought or obtained against use of the Cloud Services subscribed to hereunder or in Qualys’ opinion is likely to be 

sought or obtained, Qualys shall, at its option and expense, either: (i) procure for Client the right to continue to use the Cloud 

http://qualys.com/sla
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Services as contemplated herein;  (ii) replace or modify the Cloud Services to make Client’s use non-infringing while being 

capable of performing the same function without material degradation.  In the event the options set forth in sections (i) and (ii) 

herein above, are not reasonably available, Qualys may in its sole discretion and upon written notice to Client, terminate the 

impacted Cloud Services and provide Client a pro-rata refund representing the portion of any fees previously paid for the unused 

portion of the terminated Cloud Services.  This section states Qualys’ and Optiv’s sole liability and Client’s sole and exclusive 

remedy for claims of infringement related to the Cloud Services. 

(c) By Client.  Client will defend, indemnify, and hold harmless Qualys and Optiv, their suppliers and resellers 

from and against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable 

attorneys’ fees) to the extent arising from any claim brought against Qualys or Optiv, their suppliers or any reseller by a third 

party alleging harm caused by (i) Client’s use of the Cloud Services to the extent such use is not in accordance with this 

Addendum and the applicable Documentation; or (ii) another’s use of the Cloud Services with access to Client’s login credentials 

(whether rightful or not), provided that Qualys and/or Optiv, as applicable, grants Client sole control over the defense of such 

claim and provides reasonable assistance at Client’s expense.  Client shall not enter into any settlement agreement that imposes 

any obligation on Qualys and/or Optiv, as applicable, without their prior written consent.  

 

10.  Limitation of Liability as to Client’s Use of QualysGuard.  THE TOTAL CUMULATIVE LIABILITY OF 

QUALYS (AND OPTIV AS IT RELATES TO CLIENT’S USE OF QUALYSGUARD), ITS RESPECTIVE LICENSORS AND 

SUPPLIERS ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMINATION THEREOF SHALL BE LIMITED TO 

THE SUM OF AMOUNTS PAID BY CLIENT FOR THE CLOUD SERVICES DURING THE TWELVE (12) MONTHS 

IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE INCIDENT GIVING RISE TO THE LIABILITY.  QUALYS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE 

FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY DAMAGES, 

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DAMAGES FOR LOSS OR INACCURACY OF DATA, LOSS OF PROFITS OR 

REVENUE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, HOWEVER ARISING, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
 

 


